I.INTRODUCTION
The use of probability density functions is directly linked to the nature of the data to which they relate. Some have good estimation capacity for small numbers of data, others require a large number of observations. Probability density functions (pdfs) are generally used to characterize wind speed observations. The adaptation of several pdfs has been investigated in several regions of the world and few works have been developed in Brazil with adjustments of these functions.
The Weibull distribution of 2 pa G, OSMA G, VERGARA P, REY J., 2014; TULLER SE, BRETT AC., 1985; AKPINAR EK, AKPINAR S., 2005; CELIK AN, 2003; HENNESSEY JP, 1977] . Weibull is a flexible distribution. It presents a good fit, it requires only the estimation of 2 parameters; and it is simple. The Rayleigh distribution, a distribution of one parameter, is a special case of the 2-parameter Weibull is most often used alongside the 2-parameter Weibull in studies related to wind speed analysis.
A large number of studies have been published concerning the use of a variety of probability density functions (pdfs) to describe wind speed probability distributions, including the beta function, gamma function, lognormal function, logistical function, Rayleigh function, and Weibull function [CHANG TP, 2011; WU J, WANG JZ, CHI DZ, 2013] . Among these, the Weibull distribution is the most frequently used one for modeling wind speed (typical monthly or annually) due to its two flexible parameters. The Weibull shape parameter describes the width of the data distribution; the scale parameter controls the abscissa scale of the plot of data distribution [CHANG TP, 2011] .
Several statistics (goodness-of-fit tests) related to wind speed analysis have been used in the cited studies in order to compare the proposed pdfs to sample wind speed data distribution. A review of the most frequently used ones is presented by [OUARDA, TBMJ, CHARRON C, CHEBANA F, 2016] . Authors have reported the advantages and disadvantages of many criteria namely, the loglikelihood, the coefficient of determination, the Akaike and the Bayesian Information Criteria, the root mean square error, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistic, the Chi-square test statistic and the Anderson-Darling test statistic. In most studies, to assess the adequacy of the st , MIRANDA U., 2004; KOSE R, OZGUR MA, ERBAS O, TUGCU A., 2004] .
In this study, we focused on determining the best statistical model that describes the wind regime in Campo Grande, state of Mato Grosso do Sul, Brazil. This model provides vital information for assessing wind power potential.For this, a comparison of the probability distributions considered with the distributions of measurements is made to demonstrate its adequacy in the description of the wind speed characteristics. We used the coefficient of determination, the mean square error [AKPINAR EK, AKPINAR S., 2005; AUWERA L, MEYER F, MALET L., 1980; CHANG TP, 2011; JUSTUS CG, HARGRAVES WR, MIKHAIL A, GRAB D, 1978; SAFETY JV, LAMBERT TW., 2000 (USA) ], mean absolute error (MAE) and mean absolute error (MAPE). 
II -MATERIAL AND METHODS

2-parameters
MEASUREMENT OF DATA
The wind data used in this study were obtained from the Center for Monitoring Water Resources and Climate of the State of Mato Grosso do Sul CEMTEC-MS. Geographic coordinates of the meteorological stations where the wind speed data were captured at a height of 10 m by the Belford-three-cup type anemometer are given in Table 1 . The uncertainty at 95% confidence intervals was determined as ± 2%. The used wind speed data is observed per 3 7. ' anemometer during the wind speed measurement. The recorded wind speeds were calculated as the average wind speed for each month. It has been found that the use of the monthly wind speed has some limitations, such as loss of extremely high or low wind speeds in the month, as well as the inability to observe diurnal variations in wind speed. However, the use of the average monthly wind speed, which is available, can be used to study seasonal changes in wind speed and facilitate analysis of wind data. 
PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS
In this study the effectiveness of twelve one-component probability distributions are evaluated. We have used the one-component parametric pdfs because our data present a unimodal distribution. These twelve models have been selected among other one-component models due to their successful applications according to the literature. The used pdfs as well as their cumulative distribution functions (cdfs) and the number of their parameters (N) are presented in Table 2 . 
ESTIMATION OF DISTRIBUTIONS PARAMETERS
Several methods can be used to estimate the considered distributions parameters [TIZGUI I, EL GUEZAR F, BOUZAHIR H, BENAID B, 2017] . However, the selection of effective distributions is more important compared to the selection of parameter estimation methods [MOHAMMADI K, ALAVI O, MCGOWAN J G., 2017] . In this work, the Maximum Likelihood method (ML) is applied. This method has shown good results in several studies. It gives the values of the parameters which maximize the probability of obtaining the observed data.
The likelihood function (L) for a random sample of wind speed , , … and theoretical probability density function (f) with j parameters is represented by equation:
(1) For each parameter , ML consists in estimating its value which maximizes the Likelihood function (L) by solving the following equation.
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ACCURACY TESTS
The accuracy tests (or goodness of-fit tests) are essential to compare the observed climate distributions with the predicted / modelled distributions. The observed dataset is the set of values from the monitoring systems whereas the modelled datasets are obtained from the fitted distributions. In this study, two categories of goodness of-fit tests are used. and RMSE associated with any pdf (which are calculated using the relative frequencies of the histogram and the predicted pdfs obtained by the theoretical model) and MAE and MAPE associated with cdf (which are calculated using the empirical cumulative frequencies of observations and the predicted cdf of the studied models). These accuracy tests are based on the histogram approach, in which the measurements are arranged in a relative frequency histogram with N class intervals. The advantage of this approach is that it is less affected by individual measurements [OUARDA T B M J, CHARRON C, CHEBANA F, 2016] . Their expressions are given below:
The coefficient of determination (R 2 )
The coefficient of determination measures how much the variance of the measured data is explained by the theoretical model. In this work, is calculated using at the class intervals the relative frequencies of the histogram and the predicted pdfs obtained by the theoretical model [OUARDA, TBMJ, CHARRON C, CHEBANA F., 2016].
is expressed as follows:
( 3) where is the predicted pdf at the i th interval, is the relative frequency at the i th class and [CHANG TP., 2011].
ROOT MEAN SQUARE ERROR (RMSE)
Since, it combines the bias and the dispersion, the root means square error is an important indicator for comparing the predicted with the observed values. The RMSE associated with probabilities in class intervals is given as:
(4)
MEAN ABSOLUTE ERROR (MAE)
The mean absolute error is defined as the mean of the absolute errors derived from the observed and predicted values. The mathematical equation of MAE associated with cdf in class intervals is defined as:
(5) _________________Revista Brasileira de Climatologia_________________ ISSN: 2237-8642 (Eletrônica) Ano 15 -Vol. 25 -JUL/DEZ 2019 where is the theoretical cdf of the i th measured wind speed and is the empirical cdf of the measured wind speed at i th time stage.
MEAN ABSOLUTE PERCENTAGE ERROR (MAPE)
The mean absolute percentage error indicates the mean absolute percentage difference between the predicted and observed data. Basing on the histogram approach, the mean absolute percentage error associated to the cdfs is calculated as [HU Q, WANG Y, XIE Z, ZHU P, YU D., 2016]: Table 3 presents the descriptive statistics of wind speed, including maximum, mean, minimum, median, standard deviation and asymmetry coefficient. The average wind speed varies from 2.27 m/s (Dec 2017) to 4.09 m/s (Jul 2017) with a monthly average of (3,079 ± 0,456) m/s and a median monthly average equal to (3,075 ± 0,472). The monthly standard deviation is low (between 0.11 and 0.39). It is weak enough, which means that most of measurements revolve around the average value. The coefficients of skewness are positive for Jan, Feb, Mar, Jul, Sep and Oct. Which indicates that those months distributions are right skewed. For other months, the coefficients of skewness are negative. Which mean that the long tail is on the negative side of the peak. The overall distribution has a positive asymmetry, concentration of data in lower values, the average will suffer influence of the right tail. Table 3 shows the monthly variation of measurements for each year. The overall mean of measurements is 3.08 m/s, the maximum annual mean of wind speed is 3.012 m/s (recorded in 2013) and the minimum is 3.02 m/s (2015) . All the annual averages are close to the overall average. All the annual averages are close to the overall average, that no significant variation in yearly mean wind speed was observed. For the considered period, we note that the monthly mean wind speed (Table 3) is lower in summer months (Jan to Mar) and the higher values were recorded in winter season (Jul to Sep). 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS AND THEIR PARAMETERS ESTIMATION
The estimated parameters of the tested distributions are reported in Table 4 . Those parameters are obtained using the ML under MATLAB software. Figures 1 and 2 present respectively the histogram of the monthly and annual mean wind speeds for the years 2013 to 2017 adjusted by the twelve studied probability density functions and its cumulated frequency adjusted by the twelve cumulative distribution functions. 
ACCURACY TESTS
In this work, we considered two statistics associated with cdf (R^2 and RMSE) which are sensitive to the center part of the wind speed distribution and two statistics associated with pdf which are sensitive to the tails of the wind speed distribution [OUARDA, T B M J, CHARRON C, CHEBANA F, 2016]. Table 5 shows the results of the used goodness of-fit tests. Based on R^2, GEV is clearly the best distribution in ten months, it is followed by RAY which fits better the wind data of two months (Feb and Dec). Based on RMSE, EV is the best pdf for nine months, R provides good results for Jan and Nov. LN is the first just for Jul. Based on MAE, EV shows again the best fits for seven months. Others distributions such as W2, RAY, LN and R give also the best fits for the rest of months. Analysis of MAPE reveals that the most preferred distributions are R and G (six months) followed by LN (two months) then by RAY and W2. From this table, it is obvious that EV adjust very good the majority of monthly wind speed distributions. GEV is also recommended basing on R^2. Other distributions such as R, LN and G can also be used as alternatives of the conventional W2 and RAY distributions.
Considering the overall monthly values of every statistic, Figure 3 illustrates the boxplots representing different distributions basing on different criteria. It indicates that the higher values of R^2 are recorded, in this order, by GEV, W2 and R. BR is also accepted (it is ranked fourth). The worst results are obtained by IG, LN, N and EV which present the spread interquartile ranges and low medians (less than 0.9). Evaluation of the RMSE indicates that EV, W2 and R are superior to other distributions, their median is low than 0.013. Figure 3 .b shows that L and BR followed by LL are absolutely rejected by RMSE criterion. According to MAE criterion, EV, W2 and R show by far the best fits with the narrow interquantile gaps and medians low than 0.01. LN and IG show also a small value of the median, but the interquartile gap is more spread. The very poor fits are obtained for L, BR and LL. Respecting to MAPE, R, W2, EV and LN are in this order, the most accurate to model the wind speed at the studied region. The very poor distribution is BR followed by L. BR presents a median which exceeds 20 % and a very spread interquartile gap. Selection of an appropriate model depends mainly on these assessments, which result in very different conclusions from previous research on the subject.
For all four statistics, Table 6 lists the classification of each distribution based on boxplots. Results obtained using MAE, RMSE and MAPE are generally in agreement. We can conclude that the preferred distributions are W2 and R and EV. The last distribution is ranked first by the MAE and RSME and the third by the MAPE. We also note that even if the GEV scores first, it is ranked ninth for other suitability tests. LL, L, and BR are rejected, they provide the weakest adjustment based on MAE, RMSE, and MAPE.
A study by ZAHARIM et al., 2009, uses Weibull and lognormal to evaluate wind speed data. Both distributors were checking the suitability test for the parameter performance adjustment. This study found that Weibull is well suited for distribution.
A study of LEITE and VIRGENS FILHO2011 to evaluate the adjustment of hourly average wind speed data for Ponta Grossa, State of Paraná, to the probability distributions of Weibull, Rayleigh, Beta, Gamma and Normal and to analyze possible interferences of the diurnal and adjustment of these models. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to compare the adjustments and select the best theoretical distributions within each 24h of the day in each month of the year. The greater or lesser degree of adjustment of the average hourly wind data to the probabilistic models evaluated was influenced by the time of day, and in the night period the Weibull distribution proved to be the best fit option followed by the Beta and Range distributions . Recent studies show that Weibull mixture models out-perform the W2 distribution [JARAMILLO OA, BORJA MA , 2004; AKPINAR S, AKPINAR EK , 2009 ; CARTA J A, RAMIREZ P, 2007] . However, these studies only use a limited number of samples from confined geographic regions, and often explain the better fits of the mixture models as unique exceptions to the rule. AKPINAR and AKPINAR 2009 show that mixture models out-perform the Weibull distribution and other distributions. CARTA and RAMIREZ 2007 has arrived at similar findings for 16 samples in the Canary Islands, as do JARAMILLO and BORJA 2004 for one sample from La Ventosa, Mexico.
Another primary goal of this study is to illustrate that finding an optimal wind speed distributional model is contingent upon the application of interest. Measures of goodness-of-fit commonly used in wind literature (i.e. R^2) [CARTA J A, RAMIREZ P, VELAZQUEZ S, 2009; Carta JA, Ramirez P, 2007; CARTA J A, RAMIREZ P, 2007; KISS P, JANOSI I M, 2008; CELIK A N, 2010 ; CARTA J A, RAMIREZ P, VELAZQUEZ S, 2008] do not necessarily indicate how well a model predicts wind energy parameters. Following CHANG and TU 2009, a model validation approach based on parameter estimation instead of R^2 may find theoretical models that are best suited for specific wind energy applications. In prac-tice, one may resort to a variety of models to give optimal predictions of in situ conditions when lacking observations. 
IV. CONCLUSION
Analysis of the monthly values of R^2 indicates that GEV is the best distribution, it is ranked first in ten months. It is followed by RAY. Based on RMSE, EV provides the best results. R and LN are also good alternatives. According to MAE, EV shows again the best fits. Other distributions such as W2, RAY, LN and R give also good results. MAPE reveals that the most preferred distributions are R and G followed by LN then by RAY and W2.
